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Introduction
Water transport channel proteins, referred to as aquaporins, 
primarily facilitate the transport of water across biological 
membranes in various cell types and organisms.1–5 We have 
previously compared the tissue expression of aquaporins of 
mammals (human, mouse, and rat) and chicken using data 
from expressed sequence tags (ESTs).4 Here we report a com-
putational evaluation of the expression levels of human aqua-
porins (AQP0–AQP12) in 92 glioma samples consisting of 
human glioblastoma stem-like (GS) cell lines, conventional 
glioma cell lines, and primary tumors.6,7 Based on tumor for-
mation in vivo and growth type in vitro, two microarray gene 
expression profiling studies grouped nine GS cell lines into 
one of two groups: full (GSf) or restricted (GSr) stem-like 
phenotypes.6,7 Aquaporin-1 (AQP1) and aquaporin-4 (AQP4) 
are highly expressed in primary tumors. However, the expres-
sion levels of AQP1 and AQP4 were not described in the two 
publications that analyzed expression levels of genes in a panel 

of 92 glioma samples. Therefore, we designed secondary data 
analytics methods to determine the expression levels of AQP1 
and AQP4 in GS cell lines and glioblastoma neurospheres.

The motivation for the investigation is the emerging 
knowledge on the role of cancer stem cells in glioblastoma.7–10 
Glioblastoma is the most common brain tumor in adults11 
described as highly invasive; heterogeneous phenotypes; 
high rate of recurrence after treatment; poor prognosis; and 
a median survival time of approximately 15 months.12–14 The 
recurrence has been attributed to the presence of cancer stem 
cells.15 We are particularly interested in the expression of 
aquaporins in neurospheres (glioblastoma clonogenic cells), 
which are induced by hypoxia and represent the most malig-
nant zones of glioblastomas.9

We have integrated methods of data transformation, 
visual representation of data, and statistical analyses to com-
pare the expression levels of aquaporins in a panel of 92 glioma 
cells. A key finding was a pattern of inverse expression levels of 
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AQP1 and AQP4 probe sets in the datasets from GS cell lines 
and neurospheres. Interactive visual representation designs for 
integrating phenotypic features and expression levels revealed 
that inverse expression levels of AQP1 and AQP4 correlated 
with distinct phenotypes in a set of cell lines grouped into 
full and restricted stem-like phenotypes. Our analysis also 
included expression levels of CXCR4 (the receptor for stromal 
cell derived factor-1 [SDF-1], a potential glioma stem cell 
therapeutic target), and PROM1 (prominin-1 gene encoding 
CD133, the widely used glioma stem cell marker). In the dataset 
analyzed, discriminant function analysis revealed that AQP1 
and AQP4 expression levels are better predictors for tumor 
formation and growth types in GS cells than are CXCR4 and 
PROM1. The methods developed included visual representa-
tions of statements on the expression levels and phenotypic 
characteristics of glioblastoma in two articles.6,7 This form 
of secondary data analysis of statements in publications on 
glioblastoma could uncover scientific discoveries of therapeu-
tic significance and thus be relevant beyond the scope of this 
article. Future investigations are needed to characterize the 
molecular mechanisms for inverse expression levels of AQP1 
and AQP4 in the glioblastoma stem-like neurospheres.

Materials and Methods
overview. We have analyzed gene expression for human 

aquaporins (AQP0–AQP12), CXCR4, and PROM1. In the 
data analytics procedure, gene expression and phenotypic data 
were collected from online repositories and transformed for 
visual analytics (interactive visual representations) and statis-
tical analysis (multivariate analysis, for example discriminant 
function analysis [DFA]). Selected statements in publication 
describing the glioblastoma samples were evaluated in the 
visual representations. Prognostic ratios describing observa-
tions are then proposed.

Gene expression data. Gene expression data on glial can-
cer cell samples were obtained from the BIOGPS dataset 1692 
(http://biogps.org/dataset/1692/).16 The microarray platform 
was Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array. The 
BIOGPS provides a gene-centric view across all the 92 samples 
in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) Series (GSE23806) 
consisting of human Glioblastoma Stem-like (GS) cell lines, 
conventional glioma cell lines, and primary tumors.6,7 This view 
does not provide a visual representation of the expression of 
gene sets: for example, all human aquaporin gene family. Such 
a comprehensive view of the expression data would be useful for 
developing new hypotheses on the expression and localization of 
human aquaporins in glial cancers. The Log2 GeneChip Robust 
Multiarray Averaging (gcRMA) processed signals (expression 
data) for Affymetrix probe set(s) mapped to the each aquaporin 
gene were downloaded from BIOGPS for visual analytics.

data preparation and design of visual representations. 
The availability of a wealth of data from biological research 
on glioblastoma, including expression of genes and localiza-
tion of proteins as well as heterogeneity of glioblastoma types, 

presents opportunities for secondary data analytics using 
visual analytics tools. Visual analytics, the science of analyti-
cal reasoning via visual interactive interfaces, can be used to 
build knowledge from data, make sense of the data, and make 
decisions from data for future research.17–19 In this study, we 
used visual analytics to focus the analysis of the datasets.

Gene expression values for the 13 human aquaporins 
(AQP0–AQP12), CXCR4, and PROM1 in glial cancer 
cell samples (GSM198765–GSM198781 and GSM587155–
GSM587229) were used to construct visual representa-
tions of data on expression levels. The expression-level data 
(Log2 gcRMA processed signal data) for each aquaporin 
consist of columns of 92 tissue samples (GSM series) and the 
probe set(s). The dataset for each aquaporin was transformed 
into three columns (Tissue, Probeset [abbreviation for probe 
set], and Value) using the Tableau Reshape Tool (Tableau 
Software) in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation). The 
corresponding AQP symbol was then included in the final 
dataset, which consisted of four columns, namely, AQP, Tis-
sue, Probeset, and Value. The number of rows in a dataset is 
equal to the number of probe sets multiplied by 92. Therefore 
a gene with two probe sets will have 184 rows of data follow-
ing the headers.

All 15 data files were uploaded in an additive manner 
in Tableau Desktop Professional (Tableau Software) and then 
used to construct a dataset used for visual analytics. A second 
dataset consisted of 1) the metadata on the 92 tissue samples 
that included the title of the sample and cell type,16 and 2) the 
metadata on the tumor formation in vivo and growth type in 
vitro of the GS cells.7 The annotation of the cell lines included 
age, sex, location of tumor, the recurrence of the tumor, and 
results of p53 assays and TP53 mutations. The tumor forma-
tion types were no tumor, diffuse and solid tumors, while the 
growth types were adherent, semi-adherent, and spheres.

A visual representation design was developed to display 
the expression values of the genes in columns and the cor-
responding glioma samples (GSM198765–GSM198781 and 
GSM587155–GSM587229) in rows. An interactive box plot 
representation was also developed to compare the expression 
levels of the 15 genes. The visual representations were fur-
ther grouped based on the unsupervised hierarchical cluster 
analysis (described by Schulte et al.6) into primary tumors, 
GSf, GSr, conventional cell lines, and monolayer cultures.  
A heat map representation was developed to compare the GSf 
and GSr samples. The GS cells GS-3 and GS-7 lineage were 
selected for analytics since the publication describing CXCR4 
as a therapeutic target used clonal sublines from GS-3 and 
GS-7 to test for phenotypic stability of clones to parental 
lines.6 GS-3 had the full stem-like phenotype (GSf), while 
GS-7 had the restricted stem-like phenotype (GSr). Since 
neurospheres (glioblastoma clonogenic cells) are induced by 
hypoxia and represent the most malignant zones of glioblas-
tomas,9 we compared the expression levels of AQP1, AQP4, 
CXCR4, and PROM1 in neurosphere samples. Statements in 
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the article by Schulte and colleagues6 on phenotypes and gene 
expression profiles of glioblastoma samples were evaluated in 
the visual representations reported here.

statistical analysis of gene expression data. The dataset 
for statistical analysis consisted of 1) the glioma cell identi-
fier (starting with GSM), 2) title of glioma cell, tumor for-
mation, and 3) gene expression values for AQP0–AQP12, 
CXCR4, and PROM1. To test for differences of AQP expres-
sion between different categories of in vitro growth type and 
tumor formation in vivo, a multifactorial Kruskal–Wallis 
ANOVA was performed in STATISTICA (StatSoft) over 
all cell lines. Test-wide Bonferroni correction was applied 
to account for multiple variable comparisons. Categories for 
growth type were conventional cell line expression, primary 
tumor expression, adherent cell culture expression, semi-
adherent cell culture expression, and spherical cell culture 
expression. Categories for in vivo tumor formation were dif-
fuse, solid, and no tumor. Additionally, primary tumor was a 
separate category to account for the obviously different expres-
sion patterns between primary tumor and subsequent cell 
lines. Expression patterns per test were furthermore loosely 
grouped into HIGH, medium (MED), and LOW expres-
sion according to the group expression mean. An additional 
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA was performed between AQP1 and 
AQP4 levels averaged per cell line, and the averaged expression 
levels of two additional tumor markers CXCR4 and PROM1 
(results not shown), and these markers were assigned to LOW, 
medium (MED), and HIGH expression patterns. Discrimi-
nant Function Analysis was then performed over all four 
markers to test whether in vivo tumor formation and in vitro 
growth type could be predicted by the expression of all four 
markers.

results
Inverse expression levels of AQP1 and AQP4 in glio-

blastoma stem-like cells. A new dataset on the expression 
levels of probe sets of the aquaporin genes CXCR4 and PROM1 
(CD133) was constructed from raw data downloaded for each 
gene in the BIOGPS dataset 1692 (http://biogps.org/dataset/ 
1692/). The constructed dataset, available as a tab in 
the supplementary spreadsheet file, consisted of a total of 
2,566 expression values for 28 Affymetrix probe sets encod-
ing 13 human aquaporins (AQP0–AQP12), CXCR4, and 
PROM1. In Figure 1, a visual representation is shown of the 
expression values of all the probe sets in glioblastoma stem-
like cells (GS-1 to GS-12) grouped by phenotype (full or 
restricted). A box plot was constructed from the expression 
levels of the 15 genes in the GS-3 and GS-7 lineages (Fig. 2). 
The highest levels of expression were found in the probe sets 
of AQP1, AQP4, and CXCR4. The plot was annotated for 
potentially interesting expression levels that were outliers 
or at the extreme levels of the box. Inverse expression levels 
of AQP1 and AQP4 were observed between the full (GS-3) 
and restricted (GS-7) GS cells.

We found agreement between the statements in the pub-
lication on the phenotypic stability of two lineages of glioma 
stem-like cells (GS-3 and GS-7) and our visual representation. 
Thus in Figure 3, the visual representation (heat map) 
shows the expression levels for AQP1, AQP4, CXCR4, and 
PROM1 in two clonal sublines (GS-3 and GS-7) and their 
associated passaged parental lines and neurospheres.

The following statements were evaluated in the visual 
representation: “All GS-3 sublines grew spherically, expressed 
CD133 and formed invasive tumors in nude mice, phenocopy-
ing the parental line. GS-7 subclones behaved more variably: 
Clone 3 grew semiadherent like the parental line, whereas 
Clones 1 and 2 grew spherically, a distinction reflected also in 
the more closely related expression profiles of Clones 1 and 2 
versus Clone 3 and parental GS-7 cells.”6

The heat map visual representation (Fig. 3) revealed an 
inverse relationship of AQP1 and AQP4 expression levels 
in the full (GSf, GS-3) and restricted (GSr, GS-7) GS cells. 
The ranges of expression levels for AQP1 were 1.46–3.44 for 
GS-3 cells and 1.64–7.75 for GS-7 cells. The average of the 
expression levels across the 92 glioma samples for the two 
AQP1 probe sets was 4.55. In the case of AQP4, the ranges 
were 3.5–11.06 for GS-3 cells and 1.72–3.56 for GS-7 cells. 
The average expression level for the five AQP4 probe sets 
across the 92 glioma samples was 4.28. In the GS-7 cells, the 
expression level of CXCR4 was distinct for clones 1 and 2 
compared to clone 3 (Fig. 3).

Another set of statements evaluated using visual rep-
resentations (Fig. 4) was: “In conclusion, the group of GSf 
cell lines emerges as a more representative model for human 
glioblastomas than other GS lines or conventional glioma cell 
lines, mirroring original tumor gene expression signatures 
most closely and maintaining highly invasive growth in vivo 
as well as stem cell characteristics in vitro.”6

In Figure 4, the expression levels of AQP1, AQP4, 
CXCR4, and PROM1 probe sets for 17 neurospheres samples 
(8 GSf and 9 GSr) are compared using a heat map that includes 
the expression values. The probe set selected for each gene was 
that with the highest total expression level compared to other 
probe sets. Therefore, probe sets 209047_at (AQP1), 226228_at 
(AQP4), 217028_at (CXCR4), and PROM1 (204304_s_at) 
were selected for comparison (Fig. 4). We used the unpaired 
two-tailed t-test to determine the statistical significance of the 
difference between the means of the ratios of AQP1/AQP4 for 
GSf and GSr neurosphere samples. The two-tailed P-value 
equaled 0.0008; therefore the difference between the ratios of 
GSf and GSr was considered highly significant. The heat map 
visual representation revealed groups of neurospheres by color 
coding of the probe set expression values. The GSf neurospheres 
grouped into four groups based on similarity of heat map color 
coding: Group A (GS-9-2, GS-3-2, and GS-3); Group B (GS-9);  
Group C (GS-8-2, GS-5-2, GS-5); and Group D (GS-8). Group D  
neurosphere (GS-8) did not follow the inverse gene expression 
levels of low AQP1 (#6.0) and high AQP4 (.6.0) (Fig. 4). 
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figure 1. expression levels of all the probe sets in glioblastoma stem-like cells (Gs-1–Gs-12) grouped by phenotype (full or restricted). Interactive version 
of figure is available at https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/glioma_aqp/figure1.
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figure 2. Box plot of expression levels for aQP1, aQP4, CXCr4, and Prom1 in two glioblastoma stem-like clonal sublines (Gs-3 and Gs-7) and their 
associated passaged parental lines and neurospheres. Interactive version of figure is available at https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/glioma_aqp/figure2.
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figure 3. Heat map of expression levels for aQP1, aQP4, CXCr4, and Prom1 in two glioblastoma stem-like clonal sublines (Gs-3 and Gs-7) and their 
associated passaged parental lines and neurospheres. Interactive version of figure is available at https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/glioma_aqp/figure3.
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figure 4. Comparison of expression levels for selected probe sets of aQP1, aQP4, CXCr4, and Prom1 in glioblastoma neurospheres. Gsf, full stem-
like phenotype, GS-3; GSr, restricted stem-like phenotype, GS-7. Interactive version of figure is available at https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/
glioma_aqp/figure4.

GS-8 and GS-8-2 differed in the expression levels of PROM1 
(CD133) (8.719 vs 2.600). Among the nine restricted stem-like 
(GSr) neurospheres, the expression level of the AQP1 probe set 
in four neurospheres (GS-4, GS-4-2, GS-7 and GS-7-2) was 
twofold more than that of the AQP4 probe set. The remaining 
five GS neurospheres had expression levels in which 1) AQP4 

was onefold more than AQP1 (GS-1-2 and GS-2) or 2) AQP1 
was onefold more than AQP4 (GS-1, GS-2-2, and GS-6). In 
summary, seven of the eight GSf neurospheres followed the 
pattern of low AQP1 and high AQP4, while in GSr neuro-
spheres only four of the nine samples had the pattern of high 
AQP1 and low AQP4.
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The datasets transformed for visual analytics and sta-
tistical analysis are available as a Supplementary File to this 
article. A collection of visual analytics resources for performing 
complex cognitive activities (such as sense-making and knowl-
edge discovery) on the datasets is available at https://public.
tableausoftware.com/views/glioma_aqp/abstract.

AQP1 and AQP4 expression are better predictors for 
tumor formation and growth types in glioblastoma than are 
cXcr4 and ProM1. Figure 5 aligns the AQP expression 
in growth types and tumor formation. For AQP1 and AQP4, 
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA retrieved highly significant differ-
ences between all categories in both tests as well as differences 
between AQP1 and AQP4 expression in tumor formation 
and growth (Table 1). Grouping expression patterns accord-
ing to group mean showed that AQP1 expression in spherical 
growth cultures, diffuse tumors, and solid tumors was lower 
than in semi-adherent and adherent growth cultures, as well 
as in instances where no tumor was formed. Further, AQP4 
expression was lower in semi-adherent and adherent cultures 
as well as in solid and no tumors than in diffuse tumors and 
spherical growth cultures.

The additionally investigated tumor markers CXCR4 
and PROM1 showed low expression in primary tumors. 
PROM1 was not strongly expressed in all growth types and 
tumor formation categories, except for medium expression in 
the “No tumor” category. CXCR4 also had medium strength 
of expression in this category but uniformly high expression 
in all others. Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) showed 
that growth type and tumor formation could be predicted 
with low error probabilities by candidate marker expression 
(Table 2). A plot of the first two canonical roots of the DFA 
showed that “no tumor”, “spherical”, and “adherent” could be 
completely discriminated. However, diffuse/solid tumor for-
mation and semi-adherent growth by themselves were not 
sufficiently predictable from our dataset (Fig. 5, Table 2). 
The strongest were AQP1 and AQP4, followed by CXCR4. 
PROM1 was not a significant predictor.

Consequently, the inverse AQP1/AQP4 expression ratio 
could predict the formation of diffuse tumors with spherical 

growth form, and no tumor formation/semi-adherent or 
adherent growth form in cell culture (Fig. 6). AQP1 and 
AQP4 expression are better predictors for tumor formation and 
growth types in glioblastoma than are CXCR4 and PROM1.

discussion
This report presents, for the first time, combined visual 
analytics and statistical analysis of gene expression levels of 
aquaporins in the two publications on the genome-wide gene 
expression in a large collection (92 samples) of glioblastoma 
stem-like cells.6,7 The collection of visual analytics resources 
developed in this study provide an interactive cognitive activ-
ity support tool to extend that capability of researchers to per-
form cognitive activities including knowledge discovery and 
learning. The strategies in the study could be applicable to 
datasets from next-generation sequencing (NGS) including 
exome sequencing data.

The integrated data analytics approach confirmed state-
ments in the previous publication by Schulte and colleagues.6 
Our focus on the 13-member aquaporin gene family revealed 
that inverse (high/low) expression levels in two of these aqua-
porin genes could be correlated with two distinct phenotypes 
of GS cells (Figs. 1–6). Clearly, in the neurosphere cultures 
(Figs. 3 and 4), low AQP1 and high AQP4 expression was 
characteristic for the full stem-like phenotype (GS-3 and 
GS-3-2), while high AQP1 and low AQP4 expression was 
characteristic for the restricted stem-like phenotype (GS-7 
and GS-7-2). Statistical analysis using DFA provided sta-
tistical support that AQP1 and AQP4 expressions are better 
predictors for tumor formation and growth types in glioblas-
toma than are CXCR4 and PROM1 (Tables 2 and 3; Figs. 5 
and 6). The biological significance of these inverse expression 
levels of AQP1 and AQP4 in the distinct stem-like pheno-
types is not clear yet. However, under the hypoxic conditions 
present in tumor cells, AQP1, AQP4, and AQP9 contribute 
to motility, invasiveness, and edema formation and facilitate 
metabolism.20

Seven of the eight GSf neurospheres follow the pattern of 
low AQP1 and high AQP4 (Fig. 4). Since the group of GSf cell 
lines is a more representative model of human glioblastoma, we 
propose that an index of the expression levels between AQP1 
and AQP4 expression levels might be a useful tool to analyze 
and predict glioblastoma tumor formation and growth type. 
The relationship is based on the expression levels of Affyme-
trix probe sets 209047_at (AQP1) and 226228_at (AQP4) in 
17 glioblastoma neurosphere samples. The expression levels 
(Log2 gcRMA) for the eight GSf neurospheres ranged from 
2.215 to 11.332 in which a cut-off level of 6.0 was observed 
to define the inverse relationship. We therefore propose fur-
ther research in which a human glioblastoma sample that will 
maintain highly invasive growth in vivo and stem cell charac-
teristics in vitro will have expression level of AQP-4 that is at 
least twice the expression level of AQP-1, corresponding to an 
AQP4/AQP1 expression ratio of 2.0 or higher.

Growth
(In vitro) 

Tumor formation
(In vivo) 

Diffuse tumor Solid tumor No tumor

Spherical AQP1 LOW 

AQP4 HIGH 

AQP1 LOW 
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Adherent AQP1 HIGH/LOW 
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figure 5. Predictive inverse expression levels of aQP1 and aQP4 in 
glioblastoma stem-like cells.
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table 1. results of Kruskal–Wallis anoVa for differences in aquaporin expression between different categories of tumor formation and growth 
type. Cell numbers refer to the cell lines; KW-H; exact p (bold if significant after Bonferroni correction).

AQp1 AQp4

tumor growth type 207542_s_at; 46.7703; 0.000001 210066_s_at; 55.548; 0.00001

209047_at; 48.1370; 0.00001 210067_at; 43.380; 0.000001

210068_s_at; 55.686; 0.00001

210906_x_at; 56.7227; 0.00001

226228_at; 67.062; 0.00001

tumor formation 207542_s_at; 27.4645;0.00005 210066_s_at; 25.4446; 0.0001

209047_at; 28.0147; 0.00004 210067_at; 23.6465; 0.0003

210068_s_at; 28.757; 0.00003

210906_x_at: 29.198; 0.00002

226228_at; 30.537; 0.00001
 

table 2. results of discriminant function analysis for tumor growth and formation using the expression of four marker genes as predictor 
variables. Overall statistics for tests: Growth type (five groups) Wilks’ Lambda:.04104 approx. F (16,248) = 28.593 P , 0.0001, N = 89; tumor 
formation (five groups) Wilks' Lambda:.03375 approx. F (16,251) = 31.897 P , 0.0001, N = 90. Significant predictors are in italic font.

GEnE ExpRESSion A. GRowth tYpE

wiLkS’ LAmbDA pARtiAL LAmbDA F-REmovE p-vALuE R2

aVG_aQP1 0.115911 0.354088 36.93911 0.000000 0.159431

aVG_aQP4 0.114821 0.357448 36.40155 0.000000 0.059974

aVG_CXCr4 0.064632 0.635025 11.63851 0.000000 0.054285

Prom1_204304_s_at 0.045640 0.899280 2.26801 0.068950 0.177620

b. tumoR foRmAtion

wiLkS’ LAmbDA pARtiAL LAmbDA F-REmovE p-vALuE R2

aVG_aQP1 0.120167 0.280864 52.48916 0.000000 0.079863

aVG_aQP4 0.092660 0.364241 35.78138 0.000000 0.051369

aVG_CXCr4 0.052789 0.639348 11.56394 0.000000 0.037846

Prom1_204304_s_at 0.035919 0.939642 1.31681 0.270631 0.105617
 

table 3. Standardized coefficients for discriminant function analysis predictor variables (canonical roots).

pREDiCtoR A. GRowth tYpE

Root 1 Root 2 Root 3 Root 4

aVG_aQP1 0.680696 0.773275 −0.158776 0.01686

aVG_aQP4 0.729460 –0.490270 0.452328 0.27762

aVG_CXCr4 0.142275 –0.525564 –0.851833 0.13136

Prom1_204304_s_at –0.097849 –0.197596 0.034161 –1.03359

eigenvalues 7.179787 1.604498 0.345551 0.03360

Cumulative proportion of explained variance 0.783526 0.958623 0.996333 1.00000

pREDiCtoR b. tumoR foRmAtion

Root 1 Root 2 Root 3 Root 4

aVG_aQP1 –0.656841 0.803783 0.332771 0.037765

aVG_aQP4 –0.729174 –0.616482 0.160620 –0.355325

aVG_CXCr4 –0.309830 0.381803 –0.899456 –0.081314

Prom1_204304_s_at 0.136520 -0.416963 -0.175126 0.996402

eigenvalues 6.783372 1.276161 0.374741 0.000398

Cumulative proportion of explained variance 0.804225 0.955524 0.999953 1.000000
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We have used expression levels obtained from Affymetrix 
probe sets as an indicator of gene expression. Multiple probe sets 
can be associated with a gene. Therefore, the statistical analysis 
used the average of the expression levels (Tables 2 and 3). How-
ever, there were also some clones or sub-lines of cells that had 
expression levels in AQP1 and AQP4 that did not fit the inverse 
relationship. In GS-7, clone 3 expression pattern was different 
from that of clones 1 and 2 (Fig. 3). The heat map revealed the 
high expression levels (.10) of CXCR4 probe sets for GS-7 
clone 1 and GS-7 clone 2. The difference observed could be due 
to the difference in CXCR4 signaling. CXCR4 is the receptor 
for SDF-1, a potential glioma stem cell therapeutic target.6

The combined data analytics strategy developed in this 
study starts with the integration of gene expression levels 
obtained from the BIOGPS dataset 1692 (http://biogps.org/
dataset/1692/).16 A unique contribution of the study is the 
transformation of the datasets in BIOGPS to formats that per-
mit deeper insights into relationships between probe sets and 
expression levels. We further determined the agreement between 
the visual representations and the statements in a publication6 
on the phenotypic stability of two lineages of GS cells (GS-3 
and GS-7). The method developed used visual representations 

to make additional scientific discoveries from the statements in 
scientific publications. This form of secondary data analytics of 
statements in publications on glioblastoma could uncover scien-
tific discoveries of therapeutic significance. We have previously 
used text mining methods to extract statements on genomic 
polymorphisms in arsenic-induced skin cancer.21

conclusions
A combination of visual analytics and statistical analysis tech-
niques was used to uncover previously unknown relationships in 
a total of 2,566 expression levels from 28 Affymetrix microar-
ray probe sets encoding 13 human aquaporins (AQP0–AQP12), 
CXCR4 (the receptor for SDF-1, a potential glioma stem cell 
therapeutic target), and PROM1 (gene encoding CD133, the 
widely used glioma stem cell marker). Investigations are needed 
to characterize the molecular mechanisms for inverse expres-
sion levels of AQP1 and AQP4 in glioblastoma stem-like neu-
rospheres. A major novel hypothesis developed here that remains 
to be experimentally verified is that the AQP4/AQP1 ratio could 
be a diagnostic marker for distinct phenotypes of glioblastoma 
stem-like cells.
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